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The coronavirus crisis is comparable to the economic crises of 1929 and 2008. Many 

investors have underestimated the impact of the coronavirus pandemic for a long 

time. Fears of a global recession are growing. The DAX and S&P 500 have both wit-

nessed the largest and fastest drops in a long time. Many investors compare the cur-

rent economic developments with the global economic crisis of 1929 and the debt 

crisis of 2008, which started in the US.  

The impact on the economy will be dramatic as central banks and governments will 

become increasingly aggressive. The drastic measures taken by the Federal Reserve 

and the ECB failed to calm the situation. In a shock move, the Federal Reserve cut 

interest rates by 1.0 percentage point (100 basis points) conveying a sense of urgen-

cy about the US economy rapidly sliding into recession as a result of the coronavirus 

pandemic.  

In the fastest ever sell-off, it took the S&P 500 only 16 days to fall 30 per cent from its 

record high reached on 19 February to find itself in bear market territory. A bear mar-

ket occurs when prices in the market fall by 20% or more from their recent highs. The 

DAX and its constituents operating in cyclical industries plummeted by 40 per cent 

from the record high reached on 19 February.    

In China, retail sales collapsed by 20.5 per cent in February compared to the previ-

ous year. At the same time, industrial production dropped by 13.5 per cent and in-

vestments fell by 24.5 per cent.  

The speed at which the coronavirus pandemic has been spreading across the globe 

since mid-February, in particular, in European countries such as Italy but also South 

Korea and the US, has shaken many investors. In many countries, the economy has 

ground to a halt. A growing number of experts are warning of a global recession.  
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